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Supplementary Material

S1. Characterization methods

S1.1 1H Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

The NMR spectra of oxy-cracked Q-65 were determined by a Bruker 600 MHz spectrometer (4 

mm BL4 liquid probe, cross-polarization program, and spin rate of 8k). 1H NMR spectra were 

taken at 25 oC with D2O solvent and a 4 mm internal diameter probe. 1H NMR spectra were 

collected with a pulse sequence of zg30, a relaxation time of 2 s, and averaging of 160 scans/run. 

Virgin Q-65 was also analyzed for comparison. The NMR spectrum was analyzed using the 

commercial NMR simulator software (Mnova NMR) which assigns most structure types available 

at different frequencies. 

S1.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

After drying the oxy-cracked Q-65 in a vacuum oven at 65 oC overnight, the solid was 

characterized using an XPS PHI VersaProbe 5000 spectrometer to determine the species present 

and to quantify the amount of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur on the surface. The spectra 

were taken using a monochromatic Al source (1486.6 eV) at 50 W and a beam diameter of 200.0 

μm with a takeoff angle of 45°. The samples were pressed on double-sided tape, and the spectra 

were taken with double neutralization. The binding energies were reported relative to C1s at 284.8 
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eV. The sample sputtering protocol involved 20 min of Argon sputtering at 45°, 2 kV, 1.5 μA 2 × 

2 (10.5 nm/min). Calibration for sputtering purposes was performed with SiO2/Si wafer having a 

SiO2 layer of 100 nm.  The high-resolution spectra of C1s, O1s, N1s and S2p were fitted using 

MultiPak software developed by Physical Electronics. 

S2. Characterization results

S2.1 1H NMR spectroscopy of the oxy-cracked Q-65

The oxy-cracking reaction was further confirmed by using high-resolution NMR for analyzing the 

virgin and oxy-cracked Q-65. The 1H NMR spectrum of virgin Q-65 is shown in Figure S1a. The 

1H NMR spectrum shows well-resolved signals for aromatic protons (6.5-9 ppm) which can be 

attributed to aromatics rings. The aliphatic hydrogen signals (0.5-4.6 ppm) were divided into three 

types of protons; terminal methyl groups (0.5-1.0 ppm) and internal methylene groups (1.0-1.85 

ppm), in addition to α and β protons to oxygen atoms appear at 4.6 ppm and 2.8 ppm, respectively. 

For the 1H-NMR spectrum of oxy-cracked Q-65 at high conversion (230 oC and 2 h), dramatic 

differences were found as shown in Figure S1b. The spectrum presents typical functional chemical 

shifts such as alkyl methylene (Al-CH3) groups (1.9 ppm), methylene bonded to aromatic (Ar-

CH2) groups (2.7 ppm) and aromatic molecules (~7.0−8.5 ppm) as well as methyl groups from 

aromatic esters (Ar-COOCH3) (2.3 ppm), and methoxy groups (Ar-O-CH3) bonded to 

monoaromatics (4.0 ppm). Potassium carboxylates salt type molecules were assigned to the strong 

signal appearing around 8.2 ppm. From the preceding findings, production of carboxylates and 

phenol derivatives during oxy-cracking is again confirmed, as it was formerly evidenced by FTIR 

and XPS spectroscopy. These NMR signals most likely represent the oxygenated products resulted 

from oxy-cracking of Q-65 such as presence of acids and their salts. These findings match with 



the information derived from FTIR spectroscopy and XPS, especially for the production of 

carboxylic acids during oxy-cracking reaction, similar to those results obtained by Ashtari et al. 

[1] for oxy-cracking of C7 asphaltenes. 
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Figure S1. 1H NMR spectra for a) virgin Q-65 ran with DCM, b) oxy-cracked Q-65 ran with D2O 
solvent. Signal frequencies for typical chemical structures appended. 



S2.2 XPS of Q-65 before and after oxy-cracking

Table S1 shows the results of the quantitative XPS analysis along with the positions of the C1s, 

O1s, N1s and S2p signals of virgin Q-65 and oxy-cracked Q-65. The virgin Q-65 is composed 

primarily of carbon atoms (91.4 at%) and a minor amount of heteroatoms (3.9 at% oxygen, 2.5 

at% nitrogen, and 2.2 at% sulfur). Minor differences with the expected values can be related with 

the presence of the impurities in the sample.

The results show that the oxy-cracked Q-65 has a higher proportion of oxygen atoms (86 at%) and 

much lower proportion of carbon atoms (12.6 at%) compared with the virgin Q-65. 

Figure S2a and b show the XPS spectra of C1s for both samples (virgin and oxy-cracked Q-65). It 

can be clearly observed that the distribution of carbon species dramatically changes when Q-65 is 

submitted to oxy-cracking reaction. Figure S2a shows the C1s spectrum of virgin Q-65. As seen, 

four signals at 283.79 eV, 284.80 eV, 286.34 eV, and 289.21 eV can be observed, which were 

attributed to carbon bonds (C=C) with high intensity, (C–C/C–H), (C–O) and (C=O), respectively 

[2, 3]. The C1s spectrum of the oxy-cracked Q-65 (Figure S2b) shows the same four signals but 

the distribution of species is completely different. The signal corresponding to the aromatic C=C 

bonds (283.79 eV) decreased dramatically and the signal at 284.90 eV which is attributed to C-

H/C-C remains unchanged. The most aromatic (C=C) bonds have been oxygenated and formed 

either carboxylic bonds or C-OH bonds. Indeed, this result is in a good agreement with what was 

observed in the FTIR of oxy-cracked Q-65. 

Figure S3a and b show the O1s XPS spectra for both virgin and oxy-cracked Q-65. Virgin Q-65 

spectrum (Figure S3a) shows two signals at 530.32 eV and 532.06 eV attributed to oxygen in 

carboxylic groups (C=O) and oxygen in C–O bonds, respectively. The oxy-cracked Q-65 (Figure 

S3b) shows a different spectrum. In addition to the two bonds observed in the virgin Q-65, a 



distinctive signal at 532.77 eV can be observed and attributed to oxygen in hydroxyls bonds (O-H) 

[4]. Additionally, the intensity of the signals in the oxy-cracked Q-65 are almost four times higher 

than that in the virgin Q-65. This confirms the high degree of oxidation of Q-65, in agreement with 

the observed behavior of the C1s spectrum.

Figure S4 shows the N1s XPS spectra. The observed signal at 397.89 eV of virgin Q-65 (Figure 

S4a) is assigned to nitrogen with pyridinic (C-N=C) [5]. However, no signals were observed in the 

region of N1s in the oxy-cracked Q-65 (Figure S4b) but noise. Similarly, the S2p doublet of virgin 

Q-65 was observed at 162.67 eV and 163.88 eV. This doublet is assigned to thiophenic species, as 

shown in Figure S5a [6]. However, Figure S5b shows no signals for sulfur after the oxy-cracking 

reaction of Q-65. Thus, we can conclude from both Figures S4b and S5b that little amounts of sulfur 

and nitrogen species in the solubilized Q-65 were present.

  

Table S1. Fitting signal data of high-resolution spectra of species in virgin and oxy-cracked Q-65.

Before Reaction After Reaction
Atomic
 Conc.

 (%)
Position 

(eV)
Bond 

assignment

Atomic 
Conc.

(%)
Position

(eV)
Bond 

assignment

C1s 91.40

283.79
284.80
286.34
289.21

C=C
C–C/C–H

C–O
C=O 12.60

284.90
286.04
289.71

C–C/C–H
C–O

O-C=O

O1s 3.90

530.32
532.06

C-O
C=O

86.00

530.36
531.63
532.77

C-O, O=C-OH
C=O
C-OH

N1s 2.50
397.89 C-N=C

0.80
--- ---

S2p 2.20
162.67
163.88

C-S-C
S-O 0.60

--- ---



Figure S2. High-resolution XPS spectra with fitting of C1s (a) before reaction, (b) after reaction.

Figure S3. High-resolution XPS spectra with fitting of O1s (a) before reaction, (b) after reaction.



Figure S4. High-resolution XPS spectra with fitting of N1s (a) before reaction, (b) after reaction.

Figure S5. High-resolution XPS spectra with fitting of S2p (a) before reaction, (b) after reaction. 
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